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SUMMARY

Grid-Computing has become a popular concept in the last years. While in the beginning the driving force was metacomputing, the focus has now shifted towards resource management issues and concepts like ubiquitous computing. For the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) the key challenges of Grid-Computing were coming from its users and customers demands. With high speed networks in place, programmers expect to be able to exploit the overall performance of several instruments and high speed systems for their applications. In order to meet these demands, HLRS has set out a research effort to provide these users with the necessary tools to develop and run their codes on clusters of supercomputers.
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Overview

During the last 5 years the High Performance Computing Center Stuttgart (HLRS) has set up a framework of collaborations and research projects in the field of Grid-Computing. All these efforts are circled around the central goal of enabling high performance simulations on distributed supercomputers. With international high speed networks in place, HLRS very early on tried to make use of such distributed resources and make them available to its users in industry and research. In 1996, HLRS together with the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center (PSC) was the first to connect two supercomputers in the US and Europe making use of transatlantic network connections and the US access point of STAR-TAP. In 1997, the first real simulations were done on this same configuration. Building on co-operations in Asia, the US and Europe, HLRS in 1999 was honored for its efforts with the NSF Award for distributed high performance computing during Supercomputing 1999.
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With the focus changing from resource management to programming, the main issues for a developer of simulation codes are the following:

**Programming Model** The obvious choice for Grid-computing is the message passing paradigm. Shared memory concepts may be implemented and may ease the programming. However, given the still low performance of wide area networks compared to internal networks of supercomputers, it seems sensible to let the programmer explicitly define and manage the exchange of data.

Since MPI [20] has become the standard in message passing programming, almost all users at HLRS have given up on PVM or proprietary models. What is therefore required for Grid-Computing is a grid-aware implementation of MPI.

**Debugging** With so many processors being used and executables being distributed across several systems, debugging becomes a major issue for a code developer. It is assumed that codes are tested on several parallel systems. In this way most bugs should be found in a homogeneous and more easy to handle environment. However, experience shows that the more complex environment of Grid-computing frequently reveals bugs that only occur when communication constraints are tougher and heterogeneity imposes its penalties. Debugging of codes on Grid-computers is therefore an issue, even if it can not go to the full extent of a standard parallel debugger.

**Performance Analysis** Technical simulation on Grid-computers is appealing to users because of its potential to solve bigger problems by accumulating performance. The potential reasons for performance problems are the heterogeneity of the Grid-computer and the bad performance characteristics of the connecting networks. In order to be able to improve the performance of a code these problems have to be made visible. The user should be able to examine the details of the performance of a code to find out where the problems are.

The goal of HLRS is to find tools that help to solve these problems, to implement parts that are missing and to integrate them with visualization environments to allow interactive work for engineers and scientists. Several projects have been setup to solve the problems mentioned, especially the European projects METODIS [8], DAMIEN [1] and the german UNICORE [23] project are developing key-components for realizing the Grid-components needed for an HPC-Center.

In the following we will explain the concept of the overall architecture giving an overview of the role of each building block in the following chapter. Relevant implementation issues for components and for their integration are described afterwards. Finally a summary and discussion of future requirements and steps are given.

**Architecture**

The framework of the environment was developed in the Esprit project METODIS, and is currently further developed in the IST-project DAMIEN. Therefore, we would like to present first the structure of DAMIEN, and show afterwards how in other projects different components are currently developed to complete the Grid-environment.

The overall objective of DAMIEN is to create a toolbox, which enables the development and adaptation of industrial applications to computational grids, to ease and to enable the access
and the usage of distributed resources. Central part of the architecture are therefore standards used by industry, mainly the Message-Passing Standard MPI [20]. Additionally, the developers of MPI-applications are used to tools, which ease the development and analysis of MPI applications on High-Performance Computing Systems. When moving from Supercomputers to Computational Grids, the end-user faces the problem, that these tools are currently not available.

The overall architecture of DAMIEN as presented in figure 1 is based on the requirements of end-user applications. To make the application run in a distributed environment, several tools and libraries are required:

- Communication library: to enable the usage of several computing resources for a single simulation, the MPI-library has to support the coupling of distributed resources in an efficient manner.
- QoS Module: the performance of distributed application is dominated by the network used to link the computing resources. Therefore a Quality-of-Service Manager is required to dynamically handle the bandwidth requirements of the application.
- Performance Analysis: applications in grid-environments often face performance problems, like on any other system. To enable and improve an in-depth analysis of
the application, performance analysis tools have to be aware of the aspects of clustered supercomputers.

- **Performance Prediction:** a different aspect of performance analysis is the prediction, how changes in the source-code will affect the performance of the application within a given environment. Based on the known performance on a homogeneous parallel platform it is also possible to predict the performance of an application on the Grid.
- **Code-Coupling-Interface:** one of the most promising approaches for applications in grid-environments are coupled application. Based on already existing codes, which are well established, the user couples several codes to solve multi-disciplinary phenomena. Giving each single part of the code the possibility to run on the platform, on which it is best adapted to, is a natural extension.

The toolbox consisting of these components already creates an environment, which gives application-developers access to the tools, which he is familiar with. Nevertheless, one component is still missing, which is a debugger for heterogenous, distributed environments. Despite the popularity of MPI and Grid programming there is still a lack of tools that support debugging on the Grid [22] or detect the complex problems of a parallel programs in semi-automatic way [25].

**Implementation**

**Integration**

The integration of the tools presented in the previous section to a single, user-friendly toolbox is one of the key issues in DAMIEN and other projects. Since all tools except the QoS-Module used in the project are based on the Message-Passing Standard MPI, the interfaces between the tools are based mainly on this specification. These are:

- **PACX-MPI** [7] is an implementation of MPI optimized for Grid-environments. It provides to the application a seamless access to distributed environments.
- **Vampir** and **Vampirtrace** [16] are widely accepted tools for performance analysis of MPI applications. The interface between MPI and the library generating the tracefiles, which are used later for the analysis of the application is based on the Profiling Interface of MPI. This is a powerful mechanism defined in MPI-1 to give the user the possibility to replace MPI-calls by calls with a different functionality, and providing a second, name-shifted version of all MPI-routines.
- **Dimemas** [10] is a performance analysis and prediction tool, which gives the user an impression, how changes in the source code or parameter variations will affect the performance of the application in the Grid-environment.
- **MpcCl** [12] is a Code-Coupling Interface used for the coupling of applications on a numerical level. The library implements data-exchange on a higher abstraction level by providing all required functionality (e.g., interpolation between different meshes). The basic communication is again based on MPI.
• **MARMOT** is a MPI debug and verification tool. It tries to increase the portability of programs by testing the standard conformance of MPI usage. In this way it detects possible problems before the program is ported to the Grid. It also debugs the running application by detecting deadlocks and race conditions.

In the following, two of the tools, which are developed at the HLRS, will be described in more detail. These are the Communication Library PACX-MPI and the MPI-Debugger MARMOT.

**Communication Library: PACX-MPI**

During the last couple of years, several projects have been working on the problem of making one MPI application run on a cluster of (heterogeneous) supercomputers [3, 6, 8, 14, 18, 19]. This problem arises, because the implementations of the MPI libraries of different supercomputer vendors are not interoperable. IMPI [15] is a protocol which aims to enable interoperability between different MPI implementations, but currently it faces two problems: First, there is currently no vendor-MPI library implementing this protocol, which the authors of this paper are aware of. Second, the current version of IMPI does not cover the whole MPI-1 standard, but just a subset. Thus, MPI applications using routines, which are not specified in IMPI, would require additional work to make them run with IMPI-compliant libraries.

PACX-MPI is an implementation of the message-passing standard MPI which aims to support the coupling of high performance computing systems distributed in a grid. The characteristics of such clustered systems show two different levels of quality in the communication. For communication between MPI processes on the same host, typical communication latencies are in the range of microseconds and bandwidth in the range of several hundred Megabytes/second, whereas one has to deal with high communication latencies (in the range of tens of milliseconds) and small bandwidth (ranging from a few Kilobytes/second to a few Megabytes/second) for communication between MPI processes on different hosts. Communication between processes on the same host will be referred to as *internal communication*, while communication between processes on different hosts will be called *external communication* throughout the rest of this paper.

Taking the characteristics of clustered system into account, PACX-MPI relies on three main concepts:

1. **Two level hierarchy:** in clustered systems, a message-passing library has to deal with two different levels of quality of communication. Therefore the library uses two independent layers, one to handle internal operations, and one to handle external ones.
2. **Usage of the optimized vendor-MPI library:** Internal operations are handled using the vendor-MPI environment on each system. This allows to fully exploit the capacity of the underlying communication hardware in a portable manner.
3. **Usage of communication daemons:** on each system of the metacomputer two daemons take care of communication between systems. This allows to bundle communication and to avoid to have thousands of open connections between processes. In addition, it allows to handle security issues centralized. The daemon nodes are implemented as additional, local MPI processes. Therefore, no additional TCP-communication between
the application nodes and the daemons is necessary, which would needlessly increase the communication latency.

The current functionality of PACX-MPI includes the full MPI-1 standard as well as several parts of the MPI-2 document. Additionally, several features make PACX-MPI well suited for heterogeneous, clustered systems, including:

- Optimized collective operations for hierarchically clustered systems [8], which minimize the necessary amount of communication between the different hosts
- Optimized handling of derived datatypes [9]
- Optional data compression for the communication between different machines to reduce the size of the transferred data and to increase the effective bandwidth.
- Optional secure communication based on the SSL protocol, in case the user wants to have a secure communication setup and to encrypt messages.

All these features have allowed PACX-MPI to be used successfully in a number of metacomputing projects linking resources in Japan, the US, and Europe [4, 17, 21].

**MPI Debugging and Verification Tool: MARMOT**

Due to the complexity of parallel programming there is a clear need for debugging of MPI programs. Running a parallel program with a Grid-enabled MPI library significantly increases the possible problems. According to our experiences made in different testbeds, there are several reasons for this: first, the MPI standard allows many implementation defined behavior, e.g. whether or not a communication is blocking. Because most Grid-enabled MPI libraries make use of the native MPI library for local message delivery, the application has to run smoothly on several, different implementations at the same time. Second, the heterogeneous network with its high latencies and low bandwidth for external messages will not only change the performance but also alter the overall way of execution. E.g. the amount of unexpected messages and necessary buffering might increase significantly. Last but not least the number of processes are typically larger than on any single computer where the application has been developed or tested.

Debugging MPI programs has been addressed in two different ways: Classical Debuggers have been extended to address MPI programs. This is done by attaching the debugger to all processes of the MPI program. This concept can also be extended for distributed MPI programs running on the Grid [13, 22]. approach is to provide a debug version of the MPI library (e.g. mpich). This version is not only used to catch internal errors in the MPI library, but it also detects some incorrect usage of MPI by the user, e.g. a type mismatch of sending and receiving messages [11]. Neither of these approaches address portability or reproducibility, two of the major problems when using MPI on the Grid. The idea of MARMOT is to verify the standard conformance of an MPI program and help to debug the program in case of problems. The design goals are:

- Portability: by verifying that the program adheres to the standard it enables the program to run on any platform on the Grid in a smooth and seamless way.
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- Scalability: the use of automatic techniques that do not need user intervention allows to debug programs running on hundreds or thousands of processors.
- Reproducibility: the tool contains mechanism to detect possible race conditions. It will also automatically detect deadlocks and notify the user where and why it has occurred.

MARMOT uses the MPI profiling interface to intercept the messages and analyze them. Like PACX-MPI it adds an additional MPI process for all tasks that cannot be handled within the context of a single MPI process, like dead-lock detection. Information between the MPI processes and this additional debug process are transferred using MPI. Another possible approach is to use a thread instead of an MPI process and use shared memory communication instead of MPI [25]. The advantage of the approach taken here is that the MPI library does not need to be thread safe. Without the limitation to shared memory systems the tool can also be used on a wider range of platforms. Running on top of PACX-MPI it can be used to debug an application running distributed on the Grid.

Integration with Grid-Services

The framework as described here focuses on the development of applications for distributed computing in Grid-environments. In order to ease the handling of such applications, the framework presented here has to be integrated into software environments. It is then the role of these environments to take care of resource management and security.

The following issues have to be addressed

- Security: Users have to be able to submit jobs to systems on which they are allowed to work. The framework has to be compatible with a wide range of security policies.
- Resource Management: For distributed runs, suitable co-allocation or advanced reservation mechanisms have to be implemented.
- Program startup: Users have to be able to start their jobs without having to log into all computers they would like to use. The framework has to support inter-operability with a wide range of existing mechanisms in a seamless way for the user.
- Data Management: It has to be ensured that data are where they are required.

In order to provide these features, HLRS has started to work with developers of software environments. During a joint co-operation with Argonne National Laboratories, PACX-MPI has been recently extended to support the GLOBUS [5] startup-mechanisms. Thus, the user is using the security features integrated in the GLOBUS-environment in a transparent manner. PACX-MPI is currently also integrated in the German Grid-environment UNICORE [2, 23]. Again, the purpose is to make use of process startup features for distributed applications. In the future PACX-MPI will be integrated with the Task Mapping Editor developed by the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) [24].

In the field of data management for an application HLRS has started to work on the problem of MPI-IO in distributed environments. Since File-I/O is a key-issue regarding the portability and overall-performance of distributed applications, it is of major importance for an HPC-Center providing a Grid-environment to offer its users a solution for data management. Thus,
the implementation of the MPI-I/O interface is currently proceeding in a co-operation with the University of Tennessee.

Project Status and Future Plans

The achievements of this framework made it possible to run a large number of research and industrial applications on the Grid. They cover a wide range of different areas like particle simulations, computational fluid dynamics, electronic structure simulation and fluid-structure interactions. To facilitate the every-day use the ongoing integration into Globus, TME and UNICORE is one important point. In close co-operation with our end-users we will not only improve the tools presented here, but will also develop new solutions for their problems.
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